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Abstract
This paper addresses two challenges in combination: learning with a
very limited number of labeled training examples (active learning) and
learning in the presence of multiple views for each object where the global
model to be learned is spread out over some or all of these views (learning
in parallel universes). We propose a new active learning approach which
selects the best samples to query the label with the goal of improving
overall model accuracy and determining which universe contributes most
to the local model. The resulting combination and class-specific weighting
of universes provides a significantly better classification accuracy than
traditional active learning methods.
1 Introduction
The goal of inductive machine learning is to learn a model from examples in a
dataset that generalizes well and is accurate. In the supervised learning scenario,
a set of labeled training examples is used to train a classifier that can be used to
predict the target variable for unseen test data. It is common for many real world
classification tasks to have a large pool of unlabeled samples available. In many
cases the cost of generating a label for an example is high, because it has to be
determined by a human expert. Therefore, the expert should be asked to label
only a small, carefully chosen subset of the data to train the classifier. Choosing
this subset randomly usually requires a large number of samples to improve
classification accuracy satisfactorily. Instead of picking random examples, it is
preferable to iteratively pick those examples that can ”help” most to improve
the classifier’s performance. The concept of active learning tackles this problem
by enabling a learner to pose specific queries that are chosen from an unlabeled
dataset1. In this setting, one usually assumes access to a (noiseless) oracle (often
a human expert) that is able to return the correct class label of a sample [9, 18,
12, 29, 27]. The concept of active learning is very similar to the human form of
learning, whereby problem domains are examined in an active manner.
In the traditional machine learning scenario, the learner has access to the
entire set of domain features. However, diverse descriptions for the data objects
1In this paper we do not address the other aspect of active learning where the learner can
actually construct an artificial example to query the label for.
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are often available. Let us consider an example from the domain of object
recognition: Typically, we have different feature modules that we can employ
to calculate the numerical features for an image object. Figure 1 shows this
situation where an image of a strawberry is described by different feature sets.
For example, the Zernike features [36] (left) can be used to obtain features that
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Figure 1: Different sets of features that can be obtained from an image object.
describe the shape of an object. The histogram features (middle) capture the
distribution of level intensities for the color red (e.g., the mean value, minimum
and maximum value, skewness, kurtosis, and entropy). Texture features (right)
– e.g. the Haralick Features [13] – can be used to compute statistics of the
co-occurrence of gray level intensities to describe for example, the smoothness
or contrast of an image.
These features are often stringed together to form a long, high-dimensional
feature vector. However, such high-dimensional feature vectors cause problems
in finding global optima for the parameter space [3], and for wildly diverse types
of features this concatenation is a problem in itself. One method of overcoming
this problem is feature selection or feature weighting [16]. However, most of
these approaches are supervised, relying on a sufficiently large labeled dataset.
In many problem settings – such as in our active learning setting – sufficiently
labeled data may not be available. In addition, feature selection methods do not
make use of the semantics behind having sets of features of different origin (such
as the texture, histogram, and shape features in the example above). Multi-view
learning [26] is one approach to dealing with such different descriptor spaces.
However all published approaches assume the existence of one global model,
which is derived in consensus from the models built in each view. In [33] a more
flexible learning scheme called Learning in Parallel Universes was introduced,
which combines local models from one or some of the descriptor spaces to form
a global model, applicable to all samples. Now each feature set can be seen as
a universe that describes a particular aspect of the objects. In each universe we
can learn a specific, local concept and each universe can contribute to a certain
degree to the target concept that is to be learned. Apart from object recognition
a typical example is to classify web pages by either the words on the page or
the words contained in anchor texts of links to the page. Also 3D-objects in
CAD-catalogs can be described by various feature sets that rely on different
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statistics of the object, i.e., projection methods, volumetric representations, 2D
images, or topological matchings.
The first aim of this paper is to establish the framework of active learning in
parallel universes, to derive new and more enhanced selection strategies, and to
improve the classification accuracy with few labeled examples. Parallel universes
can be seen as a committee of classifiers, each model in the universe contributing
to the classification concept that is to be learned. The information within each
universe can be used to globally select data points that – when being labeled –
contribute most to the global classification.
The second aim in this paper is to measure the quality of a universe with
respect to a specific class based on a few labeled examples in an active learning
setting. In many real world settings some universes contribute more to a specific
class than other universes. Some universes may even be completely irrelevant
for specific classes or corrupted by noise and should be ignored. This is the
main difference to existing multi-view approaches [26], which assume that each
view contains the same structural information. This is an important difference
for many real-world settings, most notably the object recognition and molecular
data mining domains [32, 33].
We begin this paper by formalizing the description of an object in parallel
universes in Section 2. We will review related work on active learning, multi-
view learning, and parallel universes in Section 3. In Section 4, we will introduce
our new active learning scheme for parallel universes. Experimental evaluation
is then carried out in Section 5 before our conclusions in Section 6.
2 Terminology and Notation
The numerical data describing each object constitutes a set X of n feature
vectors {￿x1, ￿x2, . . . , ￿xn} lying in Rd. The training set consists of a large set
of unlabeled data points (referred to as samples) DU ⊆ X and a small set of
labeled data points (referred to as examples) DL, which contains samples from
X and their corresponding labels from a set of m possible class labels Y :
{< ￿x1, y1 >,< ￿x2, y2 >, . . . , < ￿xn, ym >} ⊂ X × Y .
We want to learn a target concept which can be seen as a function c : X →
Y mapping the instances to the corresponding classes. Based on the labeled
examples DL, a learning algorithm searches for a function f : X → Y such that
∀￿x ∈ X, f(￿x) = c(￿x). The set of all possible functions (hypotheses) that are
consistent with the labeled examples DL is called the Version Space[19]. In this
work, we assume that the classifier function can produce class probabilities in
a class vector ￿yi where the j-th entry corresponds to the probability that the
sample ￿xi belongs to class yj .
We extend the notion of the description of a sample ￿xi in a single universe
to a description in l different independent universes, U1, · · · , Ul. Uk(￿xi) denotes
the description of sample ￿xi in universe Uk. We can then rewrite the exam-
ple as a tuple of samples in each universe with the corresponding classification:
< ￿xi, yi >=< U1(￿xi), · · · , Ul(￿xi), yi >. For each universe Uk, we now have a
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classifier fk : Uk(X) → Uk(Y ). The final classification decision for a sample￿f(￿xi) is usually based on a combination of the classifiers of the different uni-
verses. The notion of parallel universes is very general and allows for different
classifiers and distance metrics in the respective universes.
There are many overlaps with respect to existing techniques and termi-
nologies that deal with multiple sets of features. The multi-view learning ap-
proach [26] focuses on finding global models in (or across) all views, where it
is assumed that in princpiple each view suffices for learning. Our approach dif-
fers from existing multi-view learning methods by relaxing the constraint that
each view contains the same structural information. The notion of parallel uni-
verses [4, 33] allows a part of the model to be created in each universe. During
model construction, the different object representations and the intermediate
models in each universe aid model construction in other universes and in the
end the local models in each universe combined form the global model.
3 State of the Art
3.1 Active Learning
An active learner is described by its underlying classifier and its query function.
The classifier is trained on the labeled data. The query function makes a decision
based on the current model as to which samples from the unlabeled data pool
should be chosen for labeling. We can categorize the existing active learning
approaches by their selection strategy:
Optimization of a target function: Based on the minimization of the ex-
pected error function (or maximization of a likelihood function) examples
can be selected by their contribution to this function. Popular approaches
in this field are the works of [18, 25, 10, 15]. From a theoretical point
of view the explicit definition of a target function that should be min-
imized makes it easy to analyze the selection strategy. However, these
approaches make several assumptions (e.g., that a stable model built with
randomly chosen examples already exists or that the learner does not have
a bias [10]); therefore the outcome of the selection strategy depends on
how these assumptions apply.
Reduction of version space: The goal of this approach is to reduce the ver-
sion space with a selected sample as much as possible. One of the most
popular approaches is the Query by Committee algorithm [12], which uses
a committee of diverse but consistent hypotheses and queries examples for
which the disagreement is maximal. Another approach imitates the most
general and most specific hypothesis with a neural network and queries
examples at the region of uncertainty between those two hypotheses [9]. In
the work of [29] the parameter space of a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
is related to the version space in order to derive several strategies to query
new examples.
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Uncertainty sampling: This heuristic approach focuses on selecting exam-
ples at the classification boundary. The most popular approaches use an
SVM and query examples at the decision hyperplane in the kernel induced
space [27, 7] similar to one of the version space reduction approaches de-
scribed by [29]. Uncertainty sampling is prone to select outliers. Like all
other approaches it relies on a stable classification model that has been
initialized with some randomly chosen examples.
Several meta-techniques exist to select between different active learning methods
to choose an optimal selection strategy in each iteration. In [8], an active
learning strategy that balances exploration and exploitation with a prototype
based classifier is introduced. In the work of [2] a combination of different active
learning algorithms that focus either on the current classification boundary or
on exploration have been used together with an algorithm for the multi-armed
bandit problem and a novel performance evaluation measure. In [23] a Kernel-
Farthest-First algorithm is used for exploration in active learning with SVM.
The choice of an exploration step depends on the change that is induced with
the newly labeled example on the hypothesis space.
3.2 Multi-View Learning
Multi-view learning methods have been studied in unsupervised [35] and semi-
supervised learning settings [6, 21]. In these works it has been noticed that
having multiple representations can improve classification performance when,
in addition to labeled examples, many unlabeled samples are available. The
assumption that all views contain the same structural information is typical for
multi-view methods.
The Co-Training algorithm described by [6] uses a small initial training set to
learn a classifier in each view. In each iteration, unlabeled samples are classified,
and the examples with the highest classification confidence are added to the
training set. The individual classifiers of each view are combined with a voting
scheme to obtain the final prediction. In the Co-EM algorithm in [21] the
samples are classified probabilistically and interchanged between the different
views. Both approaches use the knowledge acquired in one view to train the
other view.
The work of [20] describes an active learning approach with multiple views.
The so-called ”contention points” (samples that are classified differently by each
view) are queried to improve the classification model. This can be seen as a
multi-view uncertainty sampling strategy in active learning. In this work, three
different strategies are presented to select one of the contention points (CP) for
labeling.
naive: This strategy chooses at random one of the contention points.
aggressive: This strategy requires that there exists a confidence measure for a
classifier Conf (fk). It chooses as query the contention point ￿xi on which
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the least confident of the classifiers f1, . . . , fl makes the most confident
prediction:
argmax
￿xi∈CP
min
k∈{1,...l}
Conf (fk(￿xi)) (1)
The authors of [20] state that this strategy is ”designed for high accuracy
domains, in which there is little or no noise. On such domains, discovering
unlabeled examples that are misclassified with high confidence translates
into queries that remove significantly more than half of the version space.”
conservative: This strategy chooses the contention point on which the confi-
dence of the predictions are as close as possible
argmin
￿xi∈CP
( max
g∈{f1,...fl}
(Conf (g(￿xi))
− min
h∈{f1,...fl}
Conf (h(￿xi))).
(2)
Conservative Co-Testing is appropriate for noisy domains, where the ag-
gressive strategy may end up querying mostly noisy examples.
In this work, ”weak views” are introduced, which are only able to learn a concept
that is strictly more general or more specific than the target concept.
3.3 Parallel Universes
Learning in parallel universes might be viewed as a variant of multi-view learning
because both approaches start with multiple views on the data. The main
difference is that the multi-view models currently developed in the literature
all induce a single global model that is global in all views/universes, whereas
parallel universes combines local models from individual views/universes into
a model that is global across all universes. The resulting model is therefore
not applicable in each individual universe, but only across all universes. In
order to emphasize this difference, the term Learning in Parallel Universes was
introduced in [4].
Methods for learning in parallel universes have mostly been published in
the field of clustering. Extensions of well-known clustering methods like DB-
SCAN [14], Fuzzy Clustering [24, 33], k-means, k-medoids, and EM [5] have been
proposed with promising results. A supervised clustering technique for parallel
universes has been proposed in [34]. The focus lies on a model for a partic-
ular (minor) class of interest by constructing local neighborhood histograms,
so-called Neighborgrams for each object of interest in each universe. Although
the algorithm is powerful for the modeling of a minority class, it suffers from
computational complexity on larger data sets.
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4 Active Learning in Parallel
Universes
Although we apply the new paradigm of parallel universes to active learning, the
general framework follows the multi-view Co-Testing approach from [20], which
will be explained in more detail in the next section. In the following sections
we describe our new active sample selection and parallel universe combination
framework.
4.1 Base Algorithm
The general Co-Testing algorithm from [20] is depicted in Algorithm 1. It has
been slightly modified to match our notation. In each iteration, the algorithm
Algorithm 1 Co-Testing Algorithm
Require: Number of iterations n
1: while Current iteration ≤ n do
2: Learn the classifiers f1, f2, . . . , fl in the universes U1, U2, . . . , Ul
3: let ContentionPoints =
< U1(￿xi), · · · , Ul(￿xi), ? > ∈ DU |∃i, jfi(￿xi) ￿= fj(￿xj)
4: let < U1(￿xi), · · · , Ul(￿xi), ? > =
SelectQuery(ContentionPoints)
5: remove < U1(￿xi), · · · , Ul(￿xi), ? > from DU and ask for its label yj
6: add < U1(￿xi), · · · , Ub(￿xi), yj > to DL
7: end while
8: ￿f =CreateOutputHypothesis(f1, f2, . . . , fl)
trains a classifier in each universe based on the labeled training data DL. Based
on that information (in this case, the set of samples that are classified differ-
ently among the universes), new samples are chosen, labeled, and added to the
training data. The final classification decision is based on a combination of the
classifiers in the universes.
In the next sections we will address how we select new samples for labeling
(step 3 and 4), how we measure the quality of a universe with respect to a specific
class (based on the given training data DL in step 6), and how we combine the
classifier to output a final classification decision (step 8).
4.2 Sample Selection
The motivation behind our sample selection is to take into account the informa-
tion of all universes, in contrast to the multi-view approach from [20] that has
been introduced in Section 3.2 where only the most certain and most uncertain
view influence the selection criterion.
Entropy is widely used to measure the uncertainty of classifiers and has also
been used for sample selection in committee based active learning [12]. Re-
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member that in this setting, we assume that the classifiers can output class
probabilities where the class probability for a sample ￿xi for class yj in universe
Uk is denoted by Uk(￿yji ). The resulting entropy (denoted as Classifier Uncer-
tainty CU) for a sample ￿xi is calculated as follows:
CU(￿xi) = −
m￿
j=1
(
l￿
k=1
Uk(￿yji )) log2(
l￿
k=1
Uk(￿yji )) (3)
Intuitively, a very sharply peaked distribution has a very low entropy, whereas
a distribution that is spread out has a very high entropy. Therefore, we take
the entropy as an uncertainty measurement for a sample.
An example is shown in Figure 2. From this Figure, we can see that we
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Figure 2: Class probabilities in each universe and the resulting sum of class
probabilities.
focus on samples that are either classified differently with high certainty or
samples that are classified with high uncertainty among all universes, as both
settings result in a high CU value. Instead of identifying contention points,
we calculate the CU value for all samples and use it as a ranking criterion for
sample selection.
4.3 Relation to Version Space
We define the version space V in parallel universes as the space of all classifiers
in their corresponding universe which are consistent with all previously labeled
examples.
V = {fk : ∀￿xi ∈ DL, fk(￿xi) = yi} (4)
As we have seen in the preceding section, our sample selection strategy selects
samples in which the resulting sum of class probabilities is very spread out. This
can be caused by high contention between the classifiers in the universes and/or
high uncertainty in classifying the sample.
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Let us look at the first cause: if a sample is selected because there is a high
contention between the classifiers, it will split the version space into two parts
of comparable size. This is due to the fact that if one of the parts contains most
of the version space, then the probability that the classifiers will disagree is very
small. Reducing the version space in each active learning iteration is a widely
acknowledged idea. However, there is not a guarantee for a fast decrease in test
error (especially in noisy problem domains).
If a sample is selected for the second cause - a high uncertainty of the clas-
sification decision in each universe - we cannot assume that the version space
is split in half. However, these examples have a consolidation effect in either
rejecting or strengthening the classifiers.
4.4 Sample Diversity
If there is a cluster in a region of the data space that causes high classifier
uncertainty among the universes, all sample selection schemes are prone to select
samples in this region before exploring other samples in the data space that may
also be worth considering.
We propose to add a term to the ranking criteria for sample selection that
takes into account how many labeled examples are located in the neighborhood
of the current sample in each universe. This allows covering of the regions
of uncertainty with fewer iterations. Based on a distance measure distk for
Universe Uk, we denote by {￿xa|￿xa ∈ DL} the p nearest neighbors of a sample
￿xi that are in the set of labeled examples DL. The sample diversity SD is
calculated as:
SD(￿xi) =
l￿
k=1
p￿
a=1
distk(Uk(￿xi), Uk(￿xa)) (5)
If a sample is far away from other labeled examples in DL it will have a higher
SD value. We normalize both the measure of Classifier Uncertainty CU and
SD to the interval of [0, 1]. Each sample from the unlabeled dataset DU is
ranked based on the sum2 of CU and SD. In each iteration, the samples with
the highest rankings are chosen for labeling.
4.5 Universe Class Quality
Current multi-view approaches allow a global weighting that is based on the con-
fidence of the classifier in each view. To output the final classification decision,
each classifier is weighted with its confidence. Our parallel universe approach
goes one step further by introducing a confidence measure for each class in each
universe. This allows each class to be represented by a combination of universes
that is most suitable to the specific class. For example, consider the descrip-
tion of a strawberry in the introduction by its shape, histogram, and texture.
If we add two objects, i.e., a tomato and a banana, we may observe that the
2A weighted linear combination may be considered reasonable, but we did not measure a
significant difference.
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color information of the histogram is not sufficient to discriminate between the
classes strawberry and tomato. However, color histograms can be very useful
to separate these two classes from the class banana. Therefore, the histogram
universe should be taken into account for the class banana but not for the other
two classes.
In an active learning setting, labeled data is hard to come by, so we use a
leave-one-out estimator on the current labeled dataset DL to derive the confu-
sion matrix for all classes in each universe. An example for a confusion matrix
in one universe is shown in Figure 3. We refer to the confusion matrix as C
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Figure 3: Example Confusion Matrix for 3 classes A,B and C.
where Ci,j is the i-th row in the j-th column of the confusion matrix. The con-
fusion matrix of universe k is Uk(C). The entries on the main diagonal of the
confusion matrix Ci,i are the correctly classified examples. For each class j, we
calculate the accuracy estimate in universe Uk as the number of correctly clas-
sified examples divided by the total number of examples and store the results
in the Universe Class Quality (UCQ) matrix:
UCQ(k, j) =
Uk(Cj,j)
|DL| +
1
l
(6)
The second term is a Laplacian smoothing term with the number of universes
l to take into account the classes that have not been formed in the current
universe, especially during the first iterations. We want to make sure that each
universe has the same influence on the final classification decision. Therefore,
we normalize the entries of the rows of UCQ to make sure that the sum of class
weights sums up to 1:
UCQ(k, j) = UCQ(k, j) · 1￿m
j=1 UCQ(k, j)
(7)
4.6 Universe Combination
The classifiers in each universe need to be combined to derive a global classifi-
cation for a new sample ￿xi. We let each classifier vote on the class probability,
weighted by the corresponding Universe Class Quality:
￿f(￿xi) = argmax
yj
Uk(￿yji ) · UCQ(k, j) (8)
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The classification incorporates the class probability for a sample in each universe
as well as the universe class quality and therefore favors confident classification
decisions in high quality universes.
5 Experiments
Before we go into the detailed descriptions of the experiments, we state our
experimental methodology. All experiments have been designed such that they
are easily reproducible. The algorithms were implemented using the prtools [31]
and shogun software [28].
Each experiment has been been repeated 100 times. In each iteration, we
split up the dataset randomly and use 40% for training and 60% for testing.
All training instances are first assumed to be unlabeled. The initial training
set for all classifiers consists of two randomly selected examples from each class.
After initialization, each active learning scheme selects a batch of five examples
in each iteration (plotted on the x-axis) and we look at the mean classification
error (given the ground truth in the testing data). We also plot the standard
error for each method in each iteration. As a base classification method, we
used the K-nearest neighbor (KNN) with K = 3 neighbors. A Bayes estimator
on the class frequencies is used to derive the class probabilities.
We compare our method (PU:Entropy) against the three selection schemes
(MV:Random,MV:Aggressive,MV:Conservative) that we have introduced in Sec-
tion 3.2 from the multi-view active learning framework described in [20]. We
also use entropy to estimate the confidence of the classification in each view
Conf (fk) for this approach.
The lower baseline is a complete random selection (Random) of samples;
the upper baseline is the classification error based on the complete training set
with universe class weights (All Examples). We also report the error without
universe combination for a classifier that is based on the complete training set
and all attributes.
5.1 Multiple Features Dataset
The multiple features dataset from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [1]
consists of features of handwritten numerals (’0’-’9’) extracted from a collection
of Dutch utility maps. Two hundred patterns per class (for a total of 2,000
patterns) have been digitized in binary images. These digits are represented
in terms of the following six feature sets (universes): Fourier coefficients of the
character shapes (fou), Profile Correlations (fac), Karhunen-Love coefficients
(kar), Pixel Averages in 2 x 3 windows (pix ), Zernike moments (zer), and
Morphological Features (mor). The feature sets are described in more detail
in [30].
We have reconstructed the images from the pixel averages dataset. Typical
representatives of each class are shown in Figure 4. The test errors of the
different methods are shown in Figure 5. In [30], several results are reported
11
Figure 4: Examples from each class from the Multiple Features Dataset.
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Figure 5: Test Error Multiple Features Dataset.
for different combinations of feature sets, classifiers, and classifier combination
methods. They also joined the morphological features and the Zernike moments
in one feature set. The best mean results vary from 1.7% to 2.4%. We have
used all feature sets and the K-nearest neighbor classifier. The test error of a
KNN classifier based on the whole training set is 2.64%; the test error of our
parallel universe classifier based on the whole training set is 1.83%. This shows
that the class-specific weighting of the universes improves the performance.
TheMV:Random strategy performs worst with even decreasing performance
in later iterations. The MV:Aggressive and MV:Conservative strategies manage
to decrease the test error during the learning iterations but only theMV:Conser-
vative is better than complete random selection and both perform significantly
worse than our PU:Entropy scheme.
In Figure 6 we show the first 20 examples that have been selected by our
algorithm. Although these examples are different in each iteration - depending
Figure 6: First 20 samples chosen for labeling.
on the random initialization and the data splits - we have observed that the
algorithm tends to select examples from classes that are difficult to tell apart,
e.g., class ’1’ and ’7’.
We also plot a heat map of the UCQmatrix in Figure 7 to see which universes
have been chosen for which class. We make the following observations for the
12
Figure 7: Universe Class Quality for Multiple Features Dataset.
multiple features dataset: The Zernike and the Fourier features have a low
weight for class ’6’ and ’9’, which corresponds with the finding that these features
are rotation invariant.
5.2 Flower Dataset
The flower dataset from [22] consists of images from common flowers in the
UK. The images have large scale, pose and light variations and there are also
classes with large variations of images within the class and close similarity to
other classes. We used the 17 category dataset which contains 80 images per
class. Some example images from four different classes are shown in Figure 8,
please refer to [22] for a detailed description of the dataset and more examples.
The flower dataset consists of four different feature sets that describe the flower
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Figure 8: Sample Images from Flowers Dataset.
based on color (HSV ), histogram of gradient orientations (HOG) [11], and scale-
invariant feature transform (SIFT) [17] sampled on both the foreground region
(SIFTINT ) and its boundary (SIFTBDY ). The test error of a KNN classifier
based on the whole training set is 30.68%; the test error of our parallel universe
classifier based on the whole training set is 29.46%. This shows again that the
class-specific weighting of the universes is beneficial for the performance.
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The test errors of the different active learning methods are shown in Figure 9.
In the first iterations, all strategies perform well – theMV:Conservative strategy
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Figure 9: Test Error Flowers Dataset.
slightly better than the others. In later iterations, our PU:Entropy consistently
outperforms the multi-view selection strategies on the flower dataset.
We also show an example universe class quality matrix for the flowers dataset
in Figure 10.
Figure 10: Universe Class Quality for Flowers Dataset.
In Figure 11, we show some examples from class ’11’ and class ’14’ as class
’11’ seems to stand out for its feature sets that describe the shape and texture
of the object and class ’14’ stands out for the color features. From these ex-
!!"
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Figure 11: Examples from Class 11 and 14 from Flowers Dataset.
amples, we can comprehend why these different universes have been weighted
differently for these classes. Class ’11’ has a distinct shape and class ’14’ differs
from the other flowers in the color information (most of the other flowers are
white/yellow).
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5.3 UCI Repository Datasets
Almost all datasets from the UCI repository are represented in a single uni-
verse and do not have a meaningful representation in different universes. One
could think of partitioning the attributes in different sets. However, there is a
very large number of possible partitions and they might not necessarily be se-
mantically meaningful. As the concept of parallel universes is not restricted to
attribute sets, we can also compute different representations on a single dataset.
To create these different representations of a dataset, we employ the follow-
ing kernels: Gaussian, Gaussian Shift, Distance with width 1 and 2, Linear,
Sigmoid, and Polynomial kernel with degree 2 and 3. We transformed the re-
sulting 10 kernel matrices to distance matrices so that they can be used with
the KNN classifier.
From the UCI Machine Learning Repository [1], we picked three datasets
that belong to the category of classification, have numerical attributes and
more than 100 instances: the Vehicle, Wisconsin Breast Cancer and Ionosphere
dataset.
The Vehicle dataset is based on different descriptors of four different types
of vehicle silhouettes (classes). The test error is shown in Figure 12. The
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Figure 12: Test Error Vehicle Dataset.
test error of a KNN classifier based on the whole training set is 33.41%; the test
error of our parallel universe classifier based on the whole training set is 32.96%.
Our PU:Entropy strategy performs better than the other strategies. Only the
MV:Conservative strategy performs better than complete random selection.
The Breast Cancer Wisconsin dataset consists of features from a digitized
image of a fine needle aspirate of a breast mass which describe the characteristics
of the cell nuclei in the image. There are two classes (malignant and benign).
The test error is shown in Figure 13. The test error of a KNN classifier based on
the whole training set is 4.23%; the test error of our parallel universe classifier
based on the whole training set is 4.16%. Our PU:Entropy strategy outperforms
the other strategies; the MV:Random strategy performs worse than complete
random selection.
The Ionosphere dataset consists of radar returns from the ionosphere. There
are two classes in this dataset: ’good’ (radar returns showing evidence of some
type of structure) and ’bad’ (those that do not). The test error is shown in
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Figure 13: Test Error Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset.
Figure 14. The test error of a KNN classifier and of our parallel universe classifier
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Figure 14: Test Error Ionosphere Dataset.
based on the whole training set is ≈ 18.15%. A sparse encoding with prototypes
seems to be beneficial, as the test error based on few labeled examples is below
the test error on the complete training set. Both our PU:Entropy and the
MV:Conservative strategy perform well on this dataset; the MV:Conservati-
ve strategy is better in the first iterations whereas our strategy has a better
performance in later iterations.
6 Conclusions
In this paper we addressed the problem of classifying a large unlabeled dataset
that is described in different universes with the help of a human expert. We
introduced a new active learning paradigm in parallel universes, which combines
local models in each universe to decide which sample contributes most to a global
classification. Classification of the local models is also used to derive a global
classification decision. In contrast to current approaches we also tracked the
quality of a universe with respect to a class with very few labeled examples and
integrated this quality measure in the selection and classification of samples.
Experiments have shown that this helps to improve the classification accuracy
of an active learning scheme in a setting where several different descriptions of
the data are available.
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